A' La Carte Lunch Options

A GUIDE FOR CPLS PARENTS

AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS IN GRADES 5TH-12TH

- Each student in 5th-12th has an account with its own identifying number.
- Students may also pay in cash with bills no larger than $20.
- Students may only buy for themselves, not their friends.

PARENTAL CONTROLS

- Ms. Durre keeps a list of students whose parents do not want them making a' la carte purchases.
- Parents can also restrict student purchases: for example $1 per day or only buy items on Fridays etc.
- Parents can also limit the purchases to specific items.

LUNCH ACCOUNTS

- Siblings share the money in their account so a new balance is reflected after each purchase.
- Once an account falls below $10, an automatic email goes to parents.
- Once an account is negative, an email goes out every day until the account is in the positive again.
- Only students with a positive balance can purchase items.

A' LA CARTE OPTIONS

- All items conform to the USDA Federal lunch nutritional guidelines.
- Items contain whole grains and are low in sugar and low in sodium.

QUESTIONS?
Contact our Food Program Director, Erica Durre
edurre@cpls.org